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Abstract

Learning continuously during all model lifetime is fundamental to deploy machine learning solutions robust to drifts in the data distribution. Advances in Continual Learning (CL) with recurrent neural networks could pave the way to a large number of applications where incoming data is non-stationary, like natural language processing and robotics. However, the existing body of work on the topic is still fragmented, with approaches which are application-specific and whose assessment is based on heterogeneous learning protocols and datasets. In this paper, we organize the literature on CL for sequential data processing by providing a categorization of the contributions and a review of the benchmarks. We propose two new benchmarks for CL with sequential data based on existing datasets, whose characteristics resemble real-world applications. We also provide a broad empirical evaluation of CL and Recurrent Neural Networks in class-incremental scenario, by testing their ability to mitigate forgetting with a number of different strategies which are not specific to sequential data processing. Our results highlight the key role played by the sequence length and the importance of a clear specification of the CL scenario.
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1. Introduction

Continual Learning (CL) refers to the ability “to learn over time by accommodating new knowledge while retaining previously learned experiences” [91]. Traditionally, Machine Learning (ML) models are trained with a large amount of data to solve a fixed task. The assumption is that, at test time, the model will encounter similar data. Unfortunately, real world scenarios do not satisfy this assumption. Non stationary processes produce gradual or abrupt drifts in the data distribution [31] [45] and the models must be continuously adapted to
the new changes. The objective of incrementally learn new concepts may result in the Catastrophic Forgetting (CF) of previous knowledge. CF causes a deterioration of the performance on old tasks when acquiring new knowledge and it is a direct consequence of the stability-plasticity dilemma: the need to maintain adaptive parameters both stable enough to preserve information and plastic enough to adapt to new tasks. Today, CF is considered one of the main problems faced by CL algorithms.

Machine Learning models endowed with CL capabilities would radically change the way a model is deployed, removing the need for a separate offline training phase and allowing continuous training during the entire model lifetime without forgetting previous knowledge.

In this paper we focus on continual learning with Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs). These are adaptive models that can capture the input history within an internal hidden state which is updated iteratively. These models are widely used for Sequential Data Processing (SDP) tasks, where the input is a sequence of items.

Recurrent models are not the only solution for sequential data processing: time-delayed neural networks and, more recently, Transformers are feedforward neural networks able to handle sequential patterns. Transformers have not been investigated much in the context of Continual Learning (with one notable exception), while feedforward models use a fixed context (e.g. sliding windows) to emulate temporal coherence. This may be challenging to implement in Continual Learning, since there may not be the opportunity to collect enough patterns to build the context before making a prediction.

Ultimately, recurrent models show important differences with respect to both convolutional and feedforward approaches (including Transformers). Recurrent models implement a variable number of hidden layers, due to the unrolling through the entire length of the input sequence. This is not the case for feedforward and convolutional models, whose number of layers is usually fixed a priori. Also, recurrent models leverage weight sharing across time steps. This influences the trajectory of the learning path of recurrent models when training with backpropagation through time. We hypothesize that these two differences may impact on the application of CL strategies on recurrent models.

Sequential data is widespread in fundamental machine learning applications such as Natural Language Processing, Human Activity Recognition, Speech recognition, and Robotics. All these environments are highly non stationary and represent perfect examples of real world CL applications where data comes in the form of sequences. For example, a robot that learns to walk on different terrains or to grasp objects with different shapes will receive input patterns from its sensors as time series. During its deployment, the robot will encounter novel environments/objects and will need to adapt to these novel settings continuously. It is impossible to pretrain the robot in advance on all possible environments/objects. What if, once deployed, it is necessary to adapt to a new terrain or to grasp a new object? Retraining from scratch is an expensive, unnecessary solution since most of the knowledge needed is already
Continual Learning represents a better solution which can be combined with SDP techniques to appropriately address sequential data. Human activity recognition [55] is another application in which sequential data processing and continual learning interact. The recognition of new classes of activities is typically performed from sequential data (e.g. videos, sensors observations). Therefore, it is fundamental to study how this setting may impact on existing CL strategies.

As the examples show, sequential data processing may have a strong impact on Continual Learning, both at the methodological and application level. A true continual learner should be able to deal with temporally correlated patterns, since this is the case in many real world scenarios. This advocates for a more thorough understanding of the behavior of recurrent models in Continual Learning.

Currently, most of the Continual Learning literature focuses on Computer Vision and Reinforcement Learning problems [91, 71], while the study of sequential data processing remains under-documented. The few existing works introduce new approaches tailored to specific tasks and use a diverse set of learning scenarios and experimental protocols. Therefore: i) it remains unclear whether previously existing CL strategies could still work well in SDP environments and ii) the heterogeneity of learning scenarios in the literature makes it difficult to compare experimental results among different papers. In fact, specific continual settings can have different complexity or require domain-specific solutions.

In this paper, we provide a systematization and categorization of current literature to highlight the different characteristic of each specific CL strategy and the peculiarities of the data and the continual environment. We adopt the class-incremental scenario [111] as a common test-bed for CL strategies. This scenario involves a stream of data where new steps gradually introduce new classes. Class-incremental scenarios allow to develop and test generic CL strategies for recurrent networks. In our experiments, we verify whether or not CL strategies which are not specifically tailored for recurrent models are still sufficient to endow them with continual learning capabilities. To summarize, our main contributions of this work are:

a) the first comprehensive review of the literature on continual learning in RNNs, including a precise categorization of current strategies, datasets and continual environments adopted by the literature (Section 3);
b) the proposal of two novel benchmarks in the class-incremental setting: Synthetic Speech Recognition, based on speech recognition data, and Quickdraw, based on hand-drawn sketches (Section 4.2);
c) an extensive experimental evaluation of 6 continual learning strategies on several CL environments for sequence classification. To the best of our knowledge, this is currently the most extensive evaluation of CL strategies for recurrent models (Section 5);
d) an experimental comparison that highlights the effect of the recurrence and
sequence length on catastrophic forgetting (Section 6). Also, a comparison between single-head and multi-head models (Section 6.3) which justifies our choice of class-incremental scenarios.

2. Continual Learning framework

In the rest of the paper, we will refer to the notation and the Continual Learning framework defined in this section.

2.1. Notation and fundamental concepts

For a formal definition of continual learning environments we follow the framework proposed in [71]. For simplicity, here we focus on supervised continual learning on a sequence of steps $S = (S_1, S_2, ...)$, where each step $S_i$ has its own data distribution $D_i$ and belongs to a specific task with label $t_i$. The patterns drawn from each $D_i$ are input-target pairs $(x_j, y_j)$. We study sequence classification problems in which $y_j$ is the target class corresponding to the input sequence $x_j$. Each sequence $x_j$ is composed of $T$ ordered vectors $(x_{1,j}, ..., x_{T,j})$, $x_{i,j} \in \mathbb{R}^d$. In sequence classification, the target is provided only at the end of the entire sequence, that is after seeing the last vector $x_{T,j}$. Also, the sequence length $T$ may vary from one sequence to another, depending on the specific application. Figure 2 provides a representation of a sequence classification task.

At step $i$, a new batch of data becomes available. A CL algorithm $A$ executed at step $i$ leverages the current model $h_{i-1}$ to learn the new training data $TR_i$, drawn from $D_i$. The CL algorithm may also use a memory buffer $M_i$ and a task label $t_i$ associated to the training patterns. The model is then updated using the new data:

$$A_i : \langle h_{i-1}, TR_i, M_{i-1}, t_i \rangle \rightarrow \langle h_i, M_i \rangle, \quad \forall D_i \in (D_1, D_2, ...). \quad (1)$$

Notice that the buffer $M_i$ and task label $t_i$ are optional and not always available. For example, it may be impossible to store previous data due to privacy concerns, while the task labels may not be available in many real-world scenarios. Notice that the following definition does not pose any computational constraint to continual learning algorithms. However, we are often interested in efficient
algorithms. As a result, most algorithms assume to have bounded memory and computational resources. Trivial strategies, such as retraining from scratch using $\bigcup_{i=1}^{n} TR_i$ as training data, are unfeasible due to their excessive computational cost and bad scaling properties with respect to the number of steps. Unfortunately, training sequentially on $TR_1, \ldots, TR_n$ will suffer from catastrophic forgetting.

A Continual Learning scenario defines the properties of the data stream, such as the distinction between different tasks and the properties of new data samples. The work of [82] and, subsequently, [71] introduces a classification for continual learning scenarios according to two properties: the task label sequence and the content of incoming data. The authors distinguished between Multi Task (MT) scenarios, where each incoming task is different from the previous ones, Single Incremental Task (SIT) in which the task is always the same, and Multi Incremental Task (MIT) in which new and old tasks may be interleaved and presented again to the model. Each task, identified by its task label, can be composed by one or more steps. Figure 1 compares SIT and MT scenarios with respect to the task label information. In addition, data from new steps may provide New Classes (NC), New Instances (NI) of previously seen classes or a mix of both, that is New Instances and Classes (NIC). A previous categorization, proposed in [111], focused on three main scenarios: Task incremental, Domain incremental and Class incremental which can find their place in the framework of [82, 71]. Table 1 summarizes and compare these different classifications.

Task-incremental (MT, MIT) scenarios assume the availability of task labels for each sample. Unfortunately, in many real-world applications it is difficult to obtain explicit task labels for each sample. While sometimes it may be possible to label the data for training, at test time task labels are often not available. This distinction is fundamental since the availability of task labels simplifies the learning problem (see Section 6.3). For example, in multi-task scenarios it is possible to use a multi-head model, in which each task has its own output layer (head). At test time, the model uses the task label to choose the appropriate head and to compute the output.

Most CL systems deployed in the real world operate without task labels, and therefore it is important to develop algorithms that do not require them. Single incremental task scenarios, where the task label is always the same, require to use single-head output layers [38]. Single-head models do not partition the output space, thus they are more susceptible to catastrophic forgetting (see Section 6.3 for an experimental comparison). Even without the availability of task label, a model could still leverage a multi-head output layer, but then it
Table 1: Comparison of different CL scenarios classification. The table highlights the fact that the three scenarios for CL introduced by [111] are not the only possible ones in CL. In fact, the scenario classification in [82] provides 7 scenarios. Dashes indicate unrealistic scenarios: Multi Task is only compatible with New Classes, since new instances would belong to previously encountered tasks. Empty cells indicate scenarios which could occur but are not included in the classification of [111].

would have to infer at test time which head to use [27]. Figure 3 shows the difference between multi and single headed models.

The classification proposed above assumes task boundaries are exact and provided by the environment. Task-free or online CL [101, 53, 5, 123] removes such assumption by focusing on a stream of data in which a task label is not provided (SIT) and examples are seen one (or a very small number) at a time. Incremental or online learning (see [91] for a review) shares similarities with continual learning. However, online learning usually focuses less on catastrophic forgetting and more on fast learning of new data. In this scenario, old knowledge must be preserved to help with the new step. However, the old steps are not necessarily revisited. This settings is common to many time series applications, such as stock price prediction, or weather and energy consumption prediction [31].

2.2. Taxonomy of Continual Learning Strategies

Continual learning strategies are traditionally divided into three main families [91]: regularization strategies, architectural strategies and replay (or rehearsal) strategies.
Regularization strategies balance plasticity and stability by adding a regularization term to the loss function. For example, Elastic Weight Consolidation (EWC) \cite{122} and Synaptic Intelligence \cite{122} estimate the parameters importance and foster the model stability by penalizing large changes in important parameters. Importance values can be updated after each step, as in EWC and its more efficient version \cite{102}, or online after each minibatch, as in Synaptic Intelligence, Memory Aware Synapses \cite{122} and EWC++ \cite{19}.

The effectiveness of importance-based regularization approaches has been questioned in \cite{72} for class incremental scenarios. The authors showed that this family of strategies suffers from complete forgetting. Learning without Forgetting (LwF) \cite{75} is a regularization strategy which is not based on importance values. LwF retains the knowledge of previous steps by using knowledge distillation \cite{58} to encourage the current model to behave similarly to the models trained on the previous steps.

Architectural strategies increment the model plasticity with dynamic modifications to its architecture, for example by adding new components \cite{98,120}. Forgetting may be mitigated by freezing previous components \cite{98}, by reorganizing the architecture via pruning \cite{61} or by using sparse connections \cite{104}. Due to the very general idea behind this family of strategies, it is quite challenging to organize the existing body of works. Nonetheless, most members of the architectural family share some commonalities: an increasing computational cost with the number of steps due to the incremental model expansion and the need to choose a technique to prevent forgetting on the old model components.

Replay strategies leverage an external memory to store previous examples by selecting them randomly or with more ad-hoc criteria \cite{97,109,4}. Since the amount of storage required for the memory could grow without bounds, several approaches use generative replay to avoid the need to explicitly store patterns \cite{110,115}. A generative model replaces the memory, thus bounding the memory cost to the storage of the generative model weights. However, catastrophic forgetting must be still taken into consideration when training the generative model.

The three aforementioned families of CL strategies do not capture the entirety of the proposals in CL. Bayesian approaches are increasingly used to mitigate CF \cite{123,80,73,37} and they have been successfully combined with regularization \cite{33,2}, architectural approaches \cite{85} and replay \cite{67}. Bayesian methods in CL consider an initial distribution on the model parameters and iteratively approximate its posterior when new tasks arrive. The approximation usually includes components able to mitigate forgetting of previous tasks: as an example, the learning trajectory can be controlled by the uncertainty associated to each model parameter, computed from its probability distribution. If a parameter has a large uncertainty value, it is deemed not to be relevant for the current task. Therefore, to protect important parameters and mitigate forgetting, the allowed magnitude in parameter change is set to be proportional to its uncertainty \cite{2,33}.

Another line of research explores the use of Sparse distributed represen-
Machine learning models often produce dense, entangled activations, where a slight change in one parameter may affect the entire representation, causing catastrophic forgetting. In contrast, sparse distributed representations naturally create independent substructures which do not affect each other and are less prone to CF [44]. As a result, methods that encourage sparsity produce disentangled representations which do not interfere with each other [47, 90, 25, 6]. The main problem is that sparsity by design is not sufficient: the model has to learn how to use sparse connections during training.

Since one of the objectives of CL is to quickly learn new information, it seems natural to combine CL and Meta Learning [60]. There are already efforts in this direction [12, 62, 16], with a focus on online and task-free scenarios [39, 57, 54]. Finally, CL has also been studied through the lens of graph-structured data: expressing similarities in the input patterns through graphs may help in mitigating forgetting [106]. Also, deep graph networks have been successfully combined with CL approaches on a number of class-incremental graph benchmarks [17].

In the remainder of this section, we present in more details the methods that we decided to use in our experiments. We focus on regularization and replay approaches for recurrent networks. Architectural approaches are a promising avenue of research but they cannot be easily adapted to different model architectures. As a result, none of them has emerged as a standard in the literature. Therefore, we decided to focus on model-agnostic methods that can be easily adapted to a wide range of models and CL scenarios.

**Elastic Weight Consolidation.** Elastic Weight Consolidation (EWC) [64] is one of the most popular CL strategies. It belongs to the regularization family and it is based on the estimation of parameters importance. At the end of each step, EWC computes an importance vector $\Omega_n^{\Theta}$ for parameters $\Theta$. The importance vector is computed on the training set $D$ at step $n$ by approximating the diagonal elements of the Fisher Information Matrix:

$$\Omega_n^{\Theta} = \mathbb{E}_{(x,y) \in D} \left[ \text{diag} \left( (\nabla_{\Theta} \log p_{\Theta}(y|x)) (\nabla_{\Theta} \log p_{\Theta}(y|x))^T \right) \right]$$

$$= \mathbb{E}_{(x,y) \in D} \left[ (\nabla_{\Theta} \log p_{\Theta}(y|x))^2 \right],$$

where $p_{\theta}$ is the output of the model parameterized by $\Theta$ and $(x, y)$ is the input-target pair.

By strictly following Eq. [2] the expectation operator would require to compute the squared gradient on each data sample and then average the result. Since this procedure may be quite slow, a minibatch approach is usually taken. No major difference is experienced between these two versions.

During training, the loss function is augmented with a regularization term $\mathcal{R}$ which keeps important parameters close to their previous value:

$$\mathcal{R}(\Theta, \Omega) = \lambda \sum_{t=1}^{n-1} \sum_{\theta \in \Theta} \Omega_t^{\theta} (\theta_t - \theta_n)^2.$$
Memory Aware Synapses. Memory Aware Synapses (MAS) \cite{3} is similar to EWC since it is an importance-based regularization method. Unlike EWC, MAS computes importances online in an unsupervised manner. Therefore, MAS keeps only a single importance vector $\Omega^\Theta$ and updates it with a running average computed after each pattern:

$$
\Omega^{\Theta N+1} = \frac{N\Omega^\Theta_N + \left| \nabla_{\Theta} \| p_{\Theta}(x_k) \|_2^2 \right|}{N + 1},
$$

where $N$ indexes the number of patterns seen so far. To make the update faster, the running average in Eq. 4 can be computed after each minibatch. The penalization during training is the same of EWC (Eq. 3).

Learning without Forgetting. Learning without Forgetting (LwF) \cite{75} is a regularization approach based on knowledge distillation \cite{58}. At the end of each step, a copy of the current model is saved. During training, the previous model produces its outputs on the current step input. The learning signal for the current model is regularized by a function measuring the distance between the current model output and the previous model output. The objective is to keep the two output distributions close to each other. Formally, when training on step $t$, the total loss $L_t$ is the sum of the classification loss $CE$ (e.g. cross entropy) and the distillation penalization:

$$
L_t(x_t, y_t; \Theta_t, \Theta_{t-1}) = CE_{\Theta_t}(x_t, y_t) + \lambda KL[p_{\Theta_t}(x_t) \| p_{\Theta_{t-1}}(x_t)],
$$

where $KL[p \| q]$ is the KL-divergence between $p$ and $q$. The softmax temperature $T$ used in the final layer of the previous model can be tuned to control the prediction confidence.

Gradient Episodic Memory. Gradient Episodic Memory (GEM) \cite{79} is a CL strategy which mitigates forgetting by projecting the gradient update along a direction which does not interfere with previously acquired knowledge. The average gradient for each step is computed using a small buffer of samples collected from previous steps. The steps gradients are used to define a set of constraints which cannot be violated by the update direction. Finding the optimal direction requires solving a quadratic programming problem:

$$
\min_{z} \frac{1}{2} \| g - z \|_2^2
$$

subject to $Gz \geq \gamma$,

where $G$ is a matrix in which each column is the gradient computed step-wise on the memory samples (one column per previous step). The vector $g$ is the gradient update and $\gamma$ is the margin within which the constraints must be respected. GEM can work also in online scenarios \cite{79}. 
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Averaged Gradient Episodic Memory. Average-GEM (A-GEM) \cite{20} is a more efficient version of GEM where the quadratic program solution is approximated over a random sample from the memory, thus removing the need to compute a constraint for each previous step. In this way the constraints may be broken for some step, resulting in worse performance. The projected gradient $\hat{g}$ is computed by

$$\hat{g} = g - \frac{g^T g_{ref}}{g_{ref}^T g_{ref}} g_{ref}, \quad (8)$$

where $g_{ref}$ is the gradient computed on the random memory sample and $g$ is the proposed gradient update. A-GEM has also been tested in online scenarios \cite{20}.

Replay. Replay strategies store a subset of input patterns from previous steps in a separate replay memory. To support the generality of our experiments, in this paper we selected patterns at random from the training set, without using any specific selection procedure. The memory accepts up to $K$ patterns per class. During training, each minibatch is augmented with $P$ patterns per previous class, selected at random from the replay memory. We keep $P$ to very small values in order to make the approach reasonable in a real CL environment.

The CL strategies presented above belong to different families and have different characteristics. In order to choose which strategy is more suitable to a specific application, one has to understand their advantages and limitations. Regularization strategies like EWC, LwF and MAS are very efficient since they operate without keeping a memory of previous pattern. However, their performance usually deteriorates when observing a large number of steps \cite{72}. In contrast, Replay remains effective even on long streams of steps \cite{56}, even if the storage of previous patterns may be unfeasible for applications with strict memory bounds. Finally, GEM and A-GEM share the storage problems of replay, since they keep a buffer of previous samples. However, their performance is usually superior to the regularization strategies in class-incremental settings \cite{79}.

3. Continual Learning with Recurrent Models

The literature on continual learning focuses on feedforward and convolutional models, with experiments in Computer Vision and, to a lesser extent, Reinforcement Learning applications. Recently, there has been a growing interest towards continual learning applications with sequential data. In this section, we provide the first comprehensive review of the literature on recurrent neural networks in continual learning settings. In addition, we describe the main datasets and benchmarks for sequential data processing used in Continual Learning.
Table 2: Overview of the literature based on our categorization. Deep RNN refers to the use of a learning model attributable to the family of deep recurrent networks (e.g. LSTM). Application-agnostic papers have a dash in the application column. A dash in the CL scenario indicates that the paper does not provide its clear indication. Large comparison refers to experiments with at least 3 CL baselines on two different application domains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Deep RNN</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>CL scenario</th>
<th>Large Comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>seminal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>SIT</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>SIT</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>SIT</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>SIT</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>domain adaptation</td>
<td>SIT</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>instruction learning, NMT</td>
<td>SIT</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>language modeling</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>language modeling</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>sentiment analysis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>NMT</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bio-inspired</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Online, SIT</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Online, SIT</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>MT</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deep learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>ASR</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>synthetic</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>generic</td>
<td>SIT</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>neuroscience</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>MT</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>this work</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>SIT</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1. Survey of Continual Learning in Recurrent Models

We propose a new classification in which each paper is assigned to one of 4 macro-areas: seminal work, natural language processing applications, bio-inspired and alternative recurrent models, and deep learning models. Table 2 provides a fine-grained description of our review. For each paper we highlight 5 different properties: the group to which the paper belongs to, the use of popular deep learning architectures, the application domain, the type of CL scenarios and if the paper provides a large experimental comparison. Table 2 shows that we are the only one to provide a large scale evaluation of recurrent models in SIT+NC scenario. The details of our categorization are discussed in the following.
Seminal Work. Historically, interest in CL and Sequential Data Processing traces back to [95] and [42]. The CHILD model [95] represents one of the first attempts to deal with sequential data in reinforcement learning environments like mazes. Although CHILD lacks an explicit recurrent structure, the author discussed about the possibility to include a more powerful memory component into the model (i.e. a recurrent neural network) to address tasks with longer temporal dependencies. However, the author also recognizes the difficulties in this process, due to the challenge of learning very long sequences. Moreover, the fixed structure of a RNN compared with a growing model like CHILD highlighted the need for approaches based on model expansion.

In the same period, French introduced the pseudo-recurrent connectionist network [42, 41], a model which makes use of pseudo replay [96] (replay based on random, but fixed, input patterns), but did not address sequential data processing tasks. Later on, the pseudo recurrent network together with pseudo-replay inspired the Reverberating Simple Recurrent Network (RSRN) [9, 8]. This is a dual model composed by two auto-associative recurrent networks which exchange information by means of pseudo patterns. In the awake state, the performance network learns a new pattern through backpropagation. The storage network generates a random pseudo pattern and presents it to the performance network, interleaved with the real one. Once the loss falls below a certain threshold, the system enters the sleep state, in which the performance network generates a pseudo pattern and the storage network learns from it. In this way, pseudo patterns produced in the awake state carry information about previous sequences to the performance network, while pseudo patterns produced in the sleep state carry information about the recently acquired knowledge to the storage network. The authors showed the presence of forgetting on toy sequences and the beneficial effect of pseudo patterns in mitigating it. However, from their experiments it is not possible to assess the effectiveness of RSRN on more realistic benchmarks.

From the very beginning, sparsity has been a recurring theme in Continual Learning [43, 40]. The Fixed Expansion Layer [25] introduced the use of a large, sparse layer to disentangle the model activations. Subsequently, the Fixed Expansion Layer has been applied to recurrent models [26]. However, in order to build the sparse layer in an optimal way, the model requires to solve a quadratic optimization problem (feature-sign search algorithm) which can be problematic in real world problems (as we discuss in Section 6).

Natural Language Processing. Natural Language Processing is becoming one of the main test-beds for continual and online settings in sequential data processing [13]. Most proposals in this area used modern recurrent architectures and focus on specific problems and strategies. Moreover, they rarely compare against existing CL techniques. It is therefore challenging to draw general conclusions on recurrent networks in CL from this kind of experiments. Examples of applications are online learning of language models where new words are added incrementally [74, 118, 66], continual learning in neural machine translation on multiple languages [107] and sentiment analysis on multiple domains [81].
The use of attention mechanisms [11], now widespread in NLP, may provide approaches which are widely applicable, since there is no assumptions on the type of information to attend to. As an example, the Progressive Memory Banks [10] augments a recurrent neural network with an external memory. The memory grows in time to accommodate for incoming information, while at the same time freezing previous memory cells successfully prevents forgetting. In addition, the author showed that finetuning old cells, instead of freezing them, increases forward transfer on future data. Their experiments are executed on incremental domain adaptation tasks, where the distribution of words shifts as new domains are introduced.

Bio-inspired and Alternative Recurrent Models. There are a number of contributions that propose customized architectures to address continual learning problems and mitigate catastrophic forgetting. Spiking models for CL, such as the Hierarchical Temporal Memory [28] and the Spiking Neural Coding Network [88], are naturally designed to tackle sequential data processing tasks. More importantly, they adopt learning algorithms which allow to control more efficiently the stability-plasticity trade-off. While promising, these approaches are still missing a thorough empirical validation on real world CL benchmarks. Echo State Networks [80] are RNNs whose recurrent component, called reservoir, is not trained. Therefore, they are appealing for CL since the reservoir cannot suffer from forgetting. One of the drawbacks may be the fact that the static connections must be able to learn different tasks without adapting their values. The work in [65] tries to overcome the problem by employing a fractal reservoir combined with an external task vector (based on the task label) representing the current task. Different reservoir chunks process different patterns based on their associated task vector. While the final performance on different motor commands for reinforcement learning environments validated the approach, the requirement of multi task scenarios limits its applicability.

Temporal information may also arrive from videos. This is particularly important since it allows to exploit the vast literature on CL and Computer Vision. However, it is also possible to develop specific solutions, as it has been done with recurrent Self Organizing Maps (SOM) [92]. The authors incorporate temporal information into the recurrent SOM and perform object detection from short videos with CORE50 dataset [77].

Deep Learning Models. Recently, there have been a number of papers that studied CL applications in sequential domains using recurrent architectures widely used in the deep learning literature, such as Elman RNNs [36] and LSTMs [59]. The advantage of this generic approach is that it can be easily adapted to spe-
cialized models to solve any sequential problem. As expected, vanilla recurrent models such as Elman RNNs and LSTMs suffer from catastrophic forgetting in CL scenarios [103, 100].

The combination of existing CL strategies, like Gradient Episodic Memory [79] and Net2Net [22], with RNNs has already showed promising results [103]. Contrary to vanilla LSTM networks, their model was able to mitigate forgetting in three simple benchmarks. This important result supports the need for an extensive evaluation of RNNs and CL strategies not specifically tailored to sequential data processing problems.

Recurrent networks are also inclined to be combined with architectural strategies, since most of them are model agnostic. The idea behind Progressive networks [98] has been applied to recurrent models [27] and also improved by removing the need for task labels at test time with a separate set of LSTM autoencoders, able to recognize the distribution from which the pattern is coming from. The resulting model is multi-headed but it is able to automatically select the appropriate head at test time in class-incremental scenarios. Hypernetworks (previously used for CL in [113]) are able to mitigate forgetting when combined with RNNs [34]: this work was the first to provide an extensive comparison of traditional CL techniques in several sequential domains. Differently from this paper, they use multi-task scenarios with a multi-head (see Section 6.3 for a comparison between single-head and multi-head models). Preserving the space spanned by the connections from being corrupted by the weight update appears to be beneficial also to CL [32]. Finance [94] and Automatic Speech Recognition [119] applications have been explored as candidate application domains for online and continual learning strategies.

3.2. Sequential Data Processing Datasets for Continual Learning

Due to the different application domains and different research communities interested in continual learning for SDP domains, there are no standard benchmarks used to evaluate CL strategies. Existing benchmarks vary greatly in terms of complexity. Furthermore, different application domains use a slightly different language. In this section, we provide a review of the different datasets and continual learning scenarios, following the classification described in Table 1. We believe that this review can favor the cross-pollination between classic CL techniques and sequential domains and between different sequential domains.

Table 3 provides an overview of the different datasets in literature. For each dataset we highlight previous work that used the datasets, the application domain of the data, and the CL scenario according to Table 1. Clearly, most datasets in literature are used by few, or even just one, paper. This is due to the different research questions each paper tries to answer: since few works are spread over very different areas, it is natural to find different benchmarks and evaluation protocols. Unfortunately, these differences in the experimental setups make it impossible to compare different models in the literature or to deduce general and task-independent conclusions.

Different synthetic benchmarks have been adapted to continual scenarios. The Copy Task [50], a benchmark used to test the short-term memory of
Table 3: Datasets used in continual learning for sequential data processing. The \textit{scenario} column indicates in which scenario the dataset has been used (or could be used when the related paper does not specify this information). Datasets used on this paper are marked with \textdagger.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copy Task 103 34</td>
<td>synthetic</td>
<td>MT+NI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay/Memory Pro/Anti 32</td>
<td>synthetic, neuroscience</td>
<td>MT+NI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seq. Stroke MNIST 103 34</td>
<td>stroke classification</td>
<td>SIT+(NI/NC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick, Draw! \textdagger</td>
<td>stroke classification</td>
<td>SIT+NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNIST-like 27 26 \textdagger</td>
<td>object classification</td>
<td>SIT+(NI/NC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORe50 92</td>
<td>object recognition</td>
<td>SIT+(NI/NC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNLI 19</td>
<td>domain adaptation</td>
<td>SIT+NI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDSD 51</td>
<td>sentiment analysis</td>
<td>SIT+NI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMT17 14</td>
<td>NMT</td>
<td>MT+NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenSubtitles18 76</td>
<td>NMT</td>
<td>MT+NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIPO COPPA-V2 63 107</td>
<td>NMT</td>
<td>MT+NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALM 66</td>
<td>language modeling</td>
<td>Online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WikiText-2 118</td>
<td>language modeling</td>
<td>SIT+NI/NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audioset 27 34</td>
<td>sound classification</td>
<td>SIT+NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LibriSpeech, Switchboard 119</td>
<td>speech recognition</td>
<td>(SIT/MT)+NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic Speech Commands \textdagger</td>
<td>sound classification</td>
<td>SIT+NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acrobot 65</td>
<td>reinforcement learning</td>
<td>MT+NI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the \textbf{Natural Language Processing} domain a common scenario is the domain-incremental setting, where new instances from different topics are gradually introduced (SIT+NI). Examples of applications are natural language inference 117 10, sentiment analysis 81, and machine translation in a MT+NC scenario 107. Alternatively, 118 studies the problem of \textit{online} learning a language model. In this work, EWC is used to keep the previous knowledge when the recurrent model is trained with a single sequence. CALM is a benchmark.

recurrent models, incrementally increases the sequence lengths in the continual setting (SIT+NI). However, the data generating distribution remains constant, which means that the drift between the different steps is limited. \textit{Pixel-MNIST} is another popular benchmark for RNN models 69 where MNIST digits are presented one pixel at a time, either with the original order or using a fixed permutation. Continual learning scenarios based on pixel-MNIST include new classes (SIT+NC in 27 and this paper or MT+NC in 35) or new permutations (SIT+NI in this work). \textit{Sequential Stroke MNIST} 29 represents MNIST digits as a sequence of pen strokes, with pen displacements as features (plus pen up/down bit). The dataset is adapted to a continual data stream by increasing the sequence length (SIT+NI) or by creating new classes (SIT+NC in 27 and this paper, or MT+NC in 35). More realistic CL benchmarks for computer vision, like CORe50 77, can be used also in sequential contexts to leverage temporal correlated information from videos.
specifically designed for online CL in language modeling \cite{66} which provides a realistic environment in which to test NLP models.

The most common CL scenario in the audio signal processing domain is the incremental classification (MT/SIT+NC), where new classes are gradually introduced \cite{27}. For example, AudioSet \cite{46} is a dataset of annotated audio events. The raw audio signals are already preprocessed, generating sequences of 10 timesteps with 128 features each. Differently from Sequential Stroke MNIST or Copy Task, AudioSet is a real-world application. However, the small sequence length may conceal possible problems when working with RNNs. Other datasets in the literature refer to specific applications, like reinforcement learning \cite{64}, or neuroscience problems \cite{32}.

4. Evaluating Continual Learning Strategies

In our review, we showed that literature on CL strategies for SDP domains is still in its early stages. The use of heterogeneous benchmarks and of different jargon is detrimental to the comparison of the various approaches in literature. Most of the works focus on customized strategies, often ignoring popular techniques widely employed in other domains where CL is more mature, e.g. computer vision. Furthermore, benchmarks have large variations in terms of complexity. It is for these reasons that we believe of fundamental importance to put forward a solid and articulated evaluation of existing CL strategies on RNN architectures. To this end, we design an experimental setup which is easily reproducible and general enough to be used with all recurrent architectures.

In this section, we focus on two main points related to our evaluation protocol: the choice of the CL scenarios and the application-agnostic nature of the benchmarks.

4.1. Defining the Continual Learning Scenario

We rely on class-incremental classification (SIT+NC) of sequences as a standard and generic scenario to test novel CL techniques for recurrent models. Incremental classification is a challenging task - at least in the SIT scenario without explicit task labels - and it is directly applicable to many real-world problems, such as incremental audio classification.

We deliberately avoid the use of Multitask scenarios (MT, MIT), in which the task label is explicitly provided for each pattern, both at training and test time. Although this assumption may be reasonable in very specific applications (e.g. machine translation), in the vast majority of the cases such information is not available. We also experimented with a popular benchmark in the Domain incremental scenario (SIT+NI). This represents a simpler CL problem than class incremental. Still, it is compatible with our setup since it does not use knowledge about task labels.
4.2. Benchmarks

We believe there is a necessity for generic CL benchmarks that measure basic CL capabilities in sequential domains. This paper contributes to this goal by adapting the Synthetic Speech Commands dataset [15] and Quick, Draw! dataset [52] to the incremental classification scenario. These are two tasks which are quite easy in an offline setting (especially the Synthetic Speech Commands) but become challenging in a continual setting, making them ideal as a benchmark. Moreover, they are suitable to evaluate recurrent models since they have a sequential nature: feedforward counterparts, although applicable, are more expensive in terms of adaptive parameters since there is no weight sharing and they do not incorporate any kind of temporal knowledge. In addition to the data above, our experimental protocol also includes the Permuted MNIST and Split MNIST datasets, since they are two of the most used benchmarks in the papers surveyed in our review. Table 4 summarizes the main characteristics of the benchmarks used in the experiments, while Figure 4 provides a graphical representation of their patterns. Figure 5 highlights how our class-incremental benchmarks were created starting from the dataset classes.

Synthetic Speech Commands (SSC). SSC is a dataset of audio recordings of spoken words [15]. Each audio represents a single word, taken from a vocabulary of 30 words, sampled at 16kHz. We preprocessed each sample to extract 40 Mel coefficients using a sliding window length of 25 ms, with 10 ms stride. The resulting sequences have a fixed length of 101 timesteps. We did not apply any further normalization. We create a Class Incremental scenario (SIT+NC) by learning two classes at a time for a total number of 10 steps. For model selection and assessment, we used a total of 16 classes out of the 30 available ones. Additional details on the use of SSC in the experiments are reported in Appendix B.1.

Quick, Draw! (QD). QD is a dataset of hand-drawn sketches, grouped into 345 classes [52]. Each drawing is a sequence of pen strokes, where each stroke has 3 features: \(x\) and \(y\) displacements with respect to the previous stroke and a bit indicating if the pen has been lifted. We adopted a Class-incremental scenario (SIT+NC) by taking 2 classes at a time for a total number of 10 steps. For model selection and assessment, we used a total of 16 classes out of the 345 available ones. Appendix B.2 provides details about the classes used in the experiments. Differently from the previous datasets Quick, Draw! sequences have variable length. Since this is often the case in real-world applications, it is important to assess the performance of recurrent models in this configuration.

Permuted MNIST (PMNIST). PMNIST is heavily used to train recurrent neural networks on long sequences [69]. Each MNIST image is treated as a sequence of pixels and shuffled according to a fixed permutation. Each step of the data stream uses a different permutation to preprocess the images and uses all the 10 MNIST classes. This allows to easily create an unlimited number of steps. This configuration corresponds to a Domain incremental scenario (SIT+NI).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SSC</th>
<th>QD</th>
<th>SMNIST</th>
<th>PMNIST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CL Steps</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classes per step</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence length</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>variable (8-211)</td>
<td>28/196</td>
<td>28/196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of classes</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input size</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>28/4</td>
<td>28/4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Benchmarks used in the experimental evaluation. QuickD, Draw has patterns with variable sequence length, from a minimum of 8 steps to a maximum of 211 steps. Experiments with SMNIST and PMNIST have been conducted with different sequence lengths by taking 28 or 4 pixels at a time, resulting in sequences of length 28 and 196, respectively.

**Split MNIST (SMNIST).** SMNIST is another popular continual adaptation of sequential MNIST. In this scenario, MNIST sequences are taken two classes at a time. First, all 0s and 1s are fed to the model. Then, all 2s and 3s. And so on and so forth up to the last pair (8 and 9). This scenario consists of only 5 steps. The configuration corresponds to a Class Incremental benchmark ($\text{SIT+NC}$).

5. An Experimental Protocol for CL in SDP Domains

In the following section we describe the experimental settings that we propose to robustly assess CL strategies within SDP tasks and that are used in the experiments discussed in the following.

**Model Selection.** Hyperparameter tuning is a critical phase when building solid machine learning based predictors. This process is made considerably more difficult in CL scenarios, since we cannot assume to have a separate validation set comprising the entire stream of data in advance. As a result, it is not possible to build the standard train-validation-split used in model selection. To solve this problem, we follow the model selection procedure for CL introduced in [20]. We separate the data stream into validation and test steps. In particular, we hold out the first 3 steps from our data stream and use them to perform model selection. After selecting the best hyperparameters, we use the remainder of the stream (the test stream, composed of 10 unseen steps in our experiments), to perform model assessment. Since Split MNIST has a limited number of steps (5), we decided to perform model selection and model assessment on the same data stream for this particular benchmark. Appendix A reports the parameters used in the model selection procedure and the selected configurations for both feedforward and recurrent models.

---

We publish the code and configuration files needed to reproduce our experiments at this link [https://github.com/AndreaCossu/ContinualLearning_RecurrentNetworks](https://github.com/AndreaCossu/ContinualLearning_RecurrentNetworks)
Data Preprocessing. Preprocessing a dataset in a CL setting suffers from the same limitations highlighted for the model selection phase. Computing global statistics such as the mean and variance require the entire stream, which is not available beforehand. As a result, we cannot operate any kind of normalization that needs access to a global statistic, since do not have access to the entire stream in advance. For MNIST data we simply divided the pixel value by 255, which does not require any prior knowledge about the data stream (only about the limits of the data generating device).

Models. The reference recurrent model that we use in our experiments is the popular Long Short-Term Memory network (LSTM) [59] (PyTorch implementation [93]). LSTMs are among the most used recurrent models [24] and their performance is comparable to other alternatives, like Gated Recurrent Units [23]. Therefore, we decided to use LSTM as general representatives of recurrent architectures.

To provide a means of comparison between feedforward and recurrent models, we also consider and experiment with Multi Layer Perceptrons (MLP) with ReLU activations. Notice that the feedforward models take as input the entire sequence, therefore, they can be viewed as recurrent networks which receive sequences of length 1. This alternative view over these models is useful since we
experimented with multiple sequence lengths. On PMNIST and SMNIST, we ran experiments with LSTM which takes as input 4 pixels at a time (LSTM-4), 16 pixels at a time (LSTM-16) and 28 pixels at a time (ROW-LSTM).

**Performance Metrics.** In order to assess the performance of the continual learning strategies we chose to focus on catastrophic forgetting by measuring the average accuracy over all steps at the end of training on last step $T$. This metric, called ACC [79], can been formalized as:

$$\text{ACC} = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} R_{T,t},$$

(9)

where $R_{T,t}$ is the accuracy on step $t$ after training on step $T$. In Appendix A.1 we also compare execution times in order to assess the computational efficiency of different strategies.

**Strategies.** We compare the performances of our models in combination with 6 CL strategies: EWC [64], MAS [3], LwF [75], GEM [79], A-GEM [20] and Replay.

In addition to the continual learning strategies, we provide two baselines. *Naive* trains the model on the sequence without applying any measure against forgetting. It is useful to provides a lower-bound to any reasonable CL strategy. *Joint Training* trains the model by considering the concatenation of the full stream of sequential tasks in a single batch. Notice that this is not a CL strategy since it assumes access to the entire data stream. Joint Training can be used to highlight the effect of the continuous training on the model performance.

---

3Joint Training is often used as an upper bound performance for CL. However, in the presence of a strong positive forward and backward transfer this may not be true.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PMNIST</th>
<th>SMNIST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>ROW-LSTM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWC</td>
<td>0.92±0.02</td>
<td>0.58±0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWF</td>
<td>0.82±0.03</td>
<td>0.77±0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAS</td>
<td>0.58±0.04</td>
<td>0.64±0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEM</td>
<td>0.94±0.01</td>
<td>0.90±0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-GEM</td>
<td>0.80±0.03</td>
<td>0.58±0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPLAY</td>
<td>0.92±0.00</td>
<td>0.92±0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAIVE</td>
<td>0.31±0.04</td>
<td>0.61±0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Training</td>
<td>0.97±0.00</td>
<td>0.90±0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Mean ACC and standard deviation over 5 runs on PMNIST and SMNIST benchmarks.

6. Results

We ran a set of experiments aimed at verifying 1) whether general CL strategies are able to mitigate forgetting in recurrent models and 2) the effect of sequence length on the catastrophic forgetting. Table 5 reports the mean ACC and its standard deviation (over 5 runs) computed on PMNIST and SMNIST. Table 6 reports the same results computed on SSC and QD.

6.1. Catastrophic Forgetting with CL strategies

In Class-incremental scenarios, importance-based regularization strategies are subjected to a complete forgetting, as also showed by [72] for feedforward models. We confirmed their results also for recurrent models. The effectiveness of replay in SIT scenario is also confirmed by our experiments.

GEM emerges as one of the best performing approaches not only for SMNIST and PMNIST, but also for the more complex SSC and QD. However, its computational cost remains very large (as showed in Appendix A.1), due to the quadratic optimization requested to find a projecting direction. Unfortunately, its more efficient version A-GEM results in complete forgetting. This is caused by the fact that A-GEM is not constrained by each previous steps, but instead, it computes an approximation of the constraints by sampling patterns randomly.
from the memory. While this may be sufficient in a MT scenario, it does not work appropriately in a SIT scenario.

LwF has been the most difficult strategy to use, requiring a careful tuning of hyperparameters which questions its applicability to real-world environment. While it works on SMNIST, its performance rapidly decreases on more complex benchmarks like SSC and QD, where it suffers from complete forgetting.

6.2. Sequence Length affects Catastrophic Forgetting

Our experiments on PMNIST and SMNIST also allow to draw some conclusions on the effect of sequence length on forgetting. Fig. 6 shows mean ACC results for different sequence lengths. The decreasing trends highlights a clear phenomenon: long sequences cause more forgetting in recurrent networks. Regularization strategies suffer the most when increasing sequence length.

Figure 7 offers some insights also on replay: although more robust than the other strategies in terms of final performance, replay needs more patterns to recover from forgetting as sequences become longer.

The results on PMNIST with MAS may seem to contradict the sequence-length effect, since ROW-LSTM performs surprisingly better than MLP. However, the performance has to be measured relatively to the Naive performance, in which no CL strategy is applied. When compared to this value, the ROW-LSTM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SSC</th>
<th>MLP</th>
<th>LSTM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EWC</td>
<td>0.10±0.00</td>
<td>0.10±0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWF</td>
<td>0.05±0.00</td>
<td>0.12±0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAS</td>
<td>0.10±0.00</td>
<td>0.10±0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEM</td>
<td>0.55±0.00</td>
<td>0.53±0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-GEM</td>
<td>0.05±0.00</td>
<td>0.09±0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPLAY</td>
<td>0.81±0.03</td>
<td>0.73±0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>QD</th>
<th>LSTM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EWC</td>
<td>0.12±0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWF</td>
<td>0.12±0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAS</td>
<td>0.10±0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEM</td>
<td>0.47±0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-GEM</td>
<td>0.10±0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPLAY</td>
<td>0.49±0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|       | NAIVE  | 0.10±0.00 |        |
|-------|--------|-----------|
| Joint Training | 0.93±0.00 | 0.89±0.02 |        |

Table 6: Mean ACC and standard deviation over 5 runs on Synthetic Speech Commands and Quick, Draw! benchmarks.
Figure 6: Average ACC on all steps for different sequence lengths and different CL strategies. Sequence length causes a decrease in performances among all strategies. Best viewed in color.

does not perform any better than MLP. Instead it achieves a worse accuracy with respect to the Naive, as expected. The MAS-Naive ratio is 1.87 for MLP, but only 1.05 for MAS.

6.3. Comparison between Multi-Head and Single-Head Models

Although in this work we focused on Class Incremental and Domain Incremental scenarios, we also provide a comparison with Task-Incremental scenarios (MT + NC). Figure 8 shows results for the same experimental configuration in Section 6 but with a multi-head model instead of a single-head. We did not test multi-head models in PMNIST since this benchmark always uses the same output units for all tasks. Appendix C reports Table C.13 with detailed results.

There is a clear difference between single and multi-head performances. A multi-head setting easily prevents CF: even a simple Naive procedure is able to retain most of the knowledge in both class-incremental scenarios. The influence of sequence length in single-headed models is not reflected in the multi-head case. In fact, the LSTM performs better than MLP on SSC: this could be related to the fact that, given the already large mitigation of forgetting with multi-head, the sequential nature of the problem favours a recurrent network.

We concluded that MT scenarios with multi-head models should be used only when there is the need to achieve high-level performances in environments where tasks are easily distinguishable. However, task label information should never be used to derive general conclusions about the behavior and performance of CL algorithms.
Figure 7: Average ACC for different replay patterns per minibatch. The longer the input sequence, the more the patterns needed to recover the performance. Quick, Draw! performance does not change significantly with respect to replay patterns in the minibatch. Best viewed in color.

7. Research Directions

The problem of learning continuously on sequential data processing tasks is far from being solved. Fortunately, the recent interest in the topic is fostering the discovery of new solutions and a better understanding of the phenomena at play. We believe that our work could play an important role in sketching promising research directions.

Leveraging existing CL strategies. From our experiments, it is clear that some families of CL strategies are better suited to the Class-incremental scenario than others (e.g. GEM mitigates forgetting across all benchmarks while EWC performs poorly in class-incremental settings). Instead of designing entirely new approaches, it could be better to start building from the existing ones. Replay offers a simple and effective solution, but storing previous patterns may not be possible in all environments. It would be interesting to extend LwF with knowledge distillation algorithms specifically designed for recurrent networks. Depending on the effectiveness of the distillation, results could drastically change. Even if architectural strategies have not been part of our study, they can be an important part of the research. In particular, they may be a valid option when
all other approaches struggle. In fact, task-specific components or freezing of previous parameters can remove forgetting by design. The usually large computational cost can be mitigated by pruning. Combining pruning techniques for RNNs with dynamic architectures may open a new topic of research in CL.

**Improving recurrent models.** The role of sequence length in continuous learning processes can be investigated under different points of view. From the point of view of dynamical systems, the learning trajectory followed by a recurrent model can be studied in terms of different regimes (chaotic, edge-of-chaos, attractors) [18]. Longer sequences would produce longer trajectories which could make the Continual Learning problem more difficult. Inspecting and interpreting these trajectories could in turn foster the design of new regularization strategies to constrain the learning path. Instead, from an experimental point of view, the optimization problem that has to be solved by recurrent networks is highly dependent on the sequence length. For example, the Backpropagation Through Time has to propagate information from the end of the sequence to the very beginning in order to compute gradients. Some of the obstacles encountered by many strategies in our experimental analysis may be overcome by alternative learning algorithms, for example Truncated Backpropagation.

**Design of realistic scenarios.** The complexity of the CL environments is another important topic to address in future researches. Providing target labels to the system each time a new pattern arrives is often too expensive, even unrealistic. Instead, sequences are able to work with sparse targets [19]. Sequential data processing may lead to more autonomous systems in which the required level of
supervision is drastically reduced. Our proposed benchmarks could contribute to realize such scenario through a stream of realistic patterns, resembling what an agent would experience in the real world. To build this setting, it could be required to concatenate multiple commands from SSC or multiple drawings from QD, possibly interleaved with noisy patterns. This online scenario would free the model from the necessity to learn over multiple passes over the data. Instead, the environment itself would provide new instances and new classes (SIT+NIC) which can be experienced one (or few) at a time. With this achievement, CL models could seamlessly be integrated in many real world applications.

8. Conclusion

In this work we focused on Continual Learning in Recurrent Neural Network models. First, we reviewed the literature and proposed a taxonomy of contributions. We also analysed and organized the benchmarks and datasets used in CL for sequential data processing. The number of existing benchmarks compared to the relatively small number of contributions revealed that most papers proposed their own model and tested it on datasets which are almost never reused in subsequent works. Therefore, we discussed the opportunity to build standard benchmarks and, in addition, we proposed two new CL benchmarks based on existing datasets: Synthetic Speech Commands (SSC) and Quick, Draw! (QD). Both datasets are specifically tailored to Sequential Data Processing and are general enough to be model agnostic.

From the literature review, we also found out that all available works focus on new CL strategies with customized architectures, often for a specialized domain. The different experimental setups prevent a comparison of multiple approaches and there is little information about how recurrent networks behave with general CL strategies.

To fill this gap, we ran an extensive experimental analysis with single-head models focused on Class-Incremental scenarios. We compared traditional LSTMs against feedforward networks on 6 popular CL strategies. Our main finding shows increasing forgetting as sequences are made artificially longer without modifying their content. Even replay strategies, which are the most robust among the considered methods, are subjected to this phenomenon. This holds also for Domain-incremental scenarios with Permuted MNIST.

The effect of sequence length on the final performance may be questioned by results presented in [34]: the authors found the working memory (the amount of features needed to address a task) to be the main driving factor in the performance of recurrent models. In our work, we showed that, with fixed working memory, sequence length plays a role. These two conclusions are not directly in contrast with each other, because the experiments of [34] have been conducted on either a MT+NC scenarios with multi-head models or on simpler scenarios like Domain-incremental. This difficulty in comparing results confirms the need for our large-scale evaluation.
Finally, to justify our choice of Class-incremental scenarios, we ran additional experiments with multi-head models in Task-incremental scenarios. We verified that a multi-head approach greatly simplifies the problem in both feedforward and recurrent architectures. However, this comes at the cost of a strong assumption on task label knowledge.

Concluding, we entered into a discussion of interesting research paths inspired by our findings on the topic of Continual Learning in sequential domains. We believe that addressing such challenges will make Continual Learning more effective in realistic environments, where sequential data processing is the most natural way to acquire and process new information across a lifetime.
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Appendix A. Experiment configuration

Here we report additional details on the experiments configuration. Each step is divided into a training set and a test set. We used the default train-test split of Torchvision for MNIST-based datasets. For SSC we randomly generate a train-test split for each class, with 20% of patterns for the test set. Quick, Draw! already provides separate splits for each class. We changed random seed on each run.

To make training stabler with RNNs, we used a fixed permutation on SMNIST which does not change across steps. This uniformly spreads the information along the sequence.

Following the original paper, A-GEM concatenates a one-hot task vector to the input patterns. Since we adopt class-incremental scenarios, we concatenate the vector only at training time. On SSC, we leveraged the Avalanche library [78] for the GEM implementation.

We tested a wide range of hyperparameters for the grid search, as showed by Table A.7 for PMNIST, Table A.8 for SMNIST, Table A.9 for SSC and Table A.10 for QD. The tables use the following abbreviations: number of layers is $nl$, number of hidden units is $hs$, minibatch size is $mbs$, optimizer is $opt$, learning rate is $lr$, patterns per step in GEM memory is $pps$, sample size from A-GEM memory is $ss$, softmax temperature in LwF is $T$. MLPs are with ReLU activations. LSTMs have 1 layer for MNIST-based benchmarks, 2 layers for SSC and Quick, Draw!. LSTM with QD uses 512 hidden units. Multi-head experiments use the same configuration.

All models use gradient clipping at norm 5. The number of epochs is set to guarantee convergence except for online methods (GEM, A-GEM) which use 2 epochs and minibatches of 10 patterns. The default optimizer is Adam with no regularization.

Appendix A.1. Computational Complexity

We monitored execution times for recurrent architectures with different CL strategies. We ran experiments on a single V100 GPU, with 3 threads at a time on an Intel® Xeon® Gold 6140M CPU with 2.30GHz frequency.

Our results clearly show that the cost of GEM is quite large and may be prohibitive in realistic applications.

Appendix B. Benchmarks Description

Appendix B.1. Synthetic Speech Commands

We introduced the Synthetic Speech Commands (SSC) [15] benchmark and adapted it for a class-incremental setting. We took 2 classes at a time and we

---

4The Synthetic Speech Commands Dataset is available at https://www.kaggle.com/jbuchner/synthetic-speech-commands-dataset
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PMNIST</th>
<th>LSTM</th>
<th>MLP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| EWC    | $\lambda = (0.1, 1, 10, 100),
hs=\{256, 512\}$ | $\lambda = (0.1, 1, 10, 100),
nl=\{1, 2\}, hs=512$ |
| MAS    | $\lambda = (0.1, 1, 10, 100),
\text{mbs} = \{64, 128\}, \text{hs} = \{256, 512\}$ | $\lambda = (0.1, 1, 10),
\text{mbs} = \{32, 64, 128\}, \text{lr} = (1e-2, 1e-3),
nl=1, \text{hs}=512$ |
| GEM    | $\gamma = (0.5, 1), \text{lr} = (1e-2, 1e-3),
hs=256$ | $\gamma = (0.5, 1), \text{lr} = (1e-1, 1e-2, 1e-3),
nl=\{1, 2\}, \text{hs}=512$ |
| A-GEM  | patterns per step $i$, 
memory=$\{64, 128, 256\}$, 
$\text{ss} = \{256, 512\}, \text{lr} = (1e-2, 1e-3), hs=256$ | $\text{pps} = \{64, 128, 256\},
\gamma = (0.5, 1), \text{lr} = (1e-1, 1e-2, 1e-3),
nl=\{1, 2\}, \text{hs}=512$ |
| LwF    | $\alpha = (0.1, 1), \text{hs}=256$, 
$T = (0.5, 1, 1.5, 2), \text{opt} = (\text{sgd, adam})$, 
$\text{lr} = (1e-3, 1e-4)$ | $\alpha = (0.1, 1), \text{nl}=\{1, 2\},
\text{hs}=512, T = (0.5, 1, 1.5, 2), \text{opt} = (\text{sgd, adam})$, 
$\text{mbs} = \{64, 128\}, \text{lr} = (1e-2, 1e-3)$ |
| Replay | $\text{lr} = (1e-3, 1e-4), \text{hs} = \{256, 512\}$ | $\text{lr} = (1e-3, 1e-4),
\text{hs} = \{128, 256\}, \text{nl}=1$ |
| Naive  | $\text{hs} = \{256, 512\}, \text{lr} = (1e-3, 1e-4)$ | $\text{hs} = \{256, 512\}, \text{nl}=1$ |
| Joint Training | $\text{lr} = (1e-2, 1e-3), \text{mbs} = 128, \text{hs}=512$ | $\text{hs} = \{256, 512\}, \text{nl}=1$ |

Table A.7: Hyperparameter selection on PMNIST. Grid search has been performed for all the combinations in parenthesis. Bold notation indicates best hyperparameter value. See the text in Appendix A for explanation of the abbreviations used in this table.

created sequences of 3 steps for model selection and sequences of 10 steps for model assessment. We preprocessed each audio with a MelSpectrogram with 10 ms hop length, 25 ms window size and 40 MFCCs features. Table B.11 following, we report statistics for all the 30 classes in the dataset.

### Appendix B.2. Quick, Draw!

Quick, Draw! dataset has been downloaded from Google Cloud Console, in the *sketchrnn* folder. All classes have 70,000 patterns for training and 2,500

---

Quick, Draw! details are available at [https://github.com/googlecreativelab/quickdraw-dataset](https://github.com/googlecreativelab/quickdraw-dataset)
Table A.8: Hyperparameter selection on SMNIST. Grid search has been performed for all the combinations in parenthesis. Bold notation indicates best hyperparameter value. See the text in [Appendix A](#) for explanation of the abbreviations used in this table.

For test. Table B.12 summarizes the classes used in the experiments.

### Appendix C. Additional Results

We provide a set of paired plots showing the relationship between the training accuracy at the end of each step and the final test accuracy at the end of training on all steps. These plots are useful to compare the relative performance of different CL strategies and different architectures.

Table C.13 shows the mean ACC and its standard deviation for different CL strategies with multi-head models in MT*NC scenarios. A-GEM concatenates the one-hot task vector to each train and test input pattern.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>SSC Parameters</th>
<th>LSTM Parameters</th>
<th>MLP Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EWC</td>
<td>$\lambda=(0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000)$, hs=512</td>
<td>$\lambda=(0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000)$, lr=(1e-2, 1e-3) nl=1, hs=1024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAS</td>
<td>$\lambda=(0.1, 1, 10, 100)$, lr=(1e-3, 1e-4), hs=512, mbs=(32, 64, 128)</td>
<td>$\lambda=(0.1, 1, 10, 100)$, mbs=(32, 64, 128), lr=(1e-2, 1e-3), nl=1, hs=1024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEM</td>
<td>pps=(256, 512), $\gamma=(0, 0.5, 1)$</td>
<td>pps=(256, 512), $\gamma=(0, 0.5, 1)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-GEM</td>
<td>pps=(64, 128, 256), ss=(256, 512), lr=(1e-1, 1e-2, 1e-3), hs=512</td>
<td>pps=(64, 128, 256), ss=(256, 512), lr=(1e-1, 1e-2, 1e-3), nl=1, hs=1024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LwF</td>
<td>$\alpha=(0.1, 1)$, hs=(512, 1024), T=(0.5, 1, 1.5, 2), opt=(sgd, adam), lr=(1e-3, 1e-4), mbs=(64, 128)</td>
<td>$\alpha=(0.1, 1)$, nl=(1,2), hs=1024, T=(0.5, 1, 1.5, 2), opt=(sgd, adam), mbs=(64, 128), lr=(1e-2, 1e-3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replay</td>
<td>hs=(512, 1024)</td>
<td>lr=(1e-2, 1e-3), hs=1024, nl=(1,2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive</td>
<td>hs=(512, 1024)</td>
<td>hs=1024, nl=(1,2,3), lr=(1e-2, 1e-3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Training</td>
<td>lr=(0.01, 0.001), hs=(512, 1024), layers=2, mbs=128</td>
<td>hs=1024, nl=(1,2), weight decay=(0, 1e-4), lr=1e-3, mbs=128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.9: Hyperparameter selection on SSC. Grid search has been performed for all the combinations in parenthesis. Bold notation indicates best hyperparameter value. See the text in Appendix A for explanation of the abbreviations used in this table.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QD</th>
<th>LSTM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EWC</td>
<td>(\lambda=(1, 10, 100))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAS</td>
<td>(\lambda=(1, 10, 100))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEM</td>
<td>(pps=(32, 64), \gamma=(0, 0.5), \text{lr}=(1e-2, 1e-3))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-GEM</td>
<td>(pps=(64, 128, 256), \text{ss}=(256, 512), \text{lr}=(1e-1, 1e-2))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LwF</td>
<td>(\alpha=(0.1, 1), \text{hs}=512, T=(0.5, 1, 1.5, 2), \text{opt}=(\text{sgd}, \text{adam}), \text{lr}=1e-4, \text{mbs}=(64, 128))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replay</td>
<td>(\text{hs}=512, \text{lr}=(1e-3, 1e-4))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive</td>
<td>(\text{hs}=512, \text{layers}=(1, 2), \text{directions}=(1, 2))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Training</td>
<td>(\text{hs}=(256, 512), \text{layers}=(1, 2), \text{bidirectional}=(\text{true}, \text{false}), \text{mbs}=512, \text{lr}=1e-4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.10: Hyperparameter selection on QD. Grid search has been performed for all the combinations in parenthesis. Bold notation indicates best hyperparameter value. See the text in Appendix A for explanation of the abbreviations used in this table.

Figure A.9: Average execution time of recurrent models for different CL strategies. On SSC, we did not include the GEM strategy since it has been executed with a different framework. Best viewed in color.
| Class name | patterns | use  | | Class name | patterns | use |
|------------|----------|------|----------------|--------------|--------|
| bed        | 1356     | S1   | | off       | 2244     | A3   |
| bird       | 1346     | S1   | | one       | 1276     | A4   |
| cat        | 1378     | S2   | | on        | 2228     | A4   |
| dog        | 1474     | S2   | | right     | 1276     | A5   |
| down       | 1188     | S3   | | seven     | 1411     | A5   |
| eight      | 1113     | S3   | | sheila    | 1463     | A6   |
| five       | 1092     | -    | | six       | 1485     | A6   |
| four       | 2400     | -    | | stop      | 1485     | A7   |
| go         | 960      | -    | | three     | 1188     | A7   |
| happy      | 1481     | -    | | tree      | 1188     | A8   |
| house      | 2382     | A1   | | two       | 902      | A8   |
| left       | 1485     | A1   | | up        | 1187     | A9   |
| marvel     | 1253     | A2   | | wow       | 957      | A9   |
| nine       | 1144     | A2   | | yes       | 1244     | A10  |
| no         | 957      | A3   | | zero      | 1306     | A10  |

Table B.11: Details of SSC dataset classes: name of the class, total number of patterns, how it has been used. S for model selection, A for model assessment, the following number indicates which step uses the class. Dash indicates that the class has not been used in our experiments.

| Class name   | use  | | Class name   | use  |
|--------------|------|----------------|------|
| hot dog      | S1   | | octopus      | A4   |
| palm tree    | S1   | | cloud        | A5   |
| moon         | S2   | | bicycle      | A5   |
| envelope     | S2   | | swan         | A6   |
| dumbbell     | S3   | | picture frame| A6   |
| microwave    | S3   | | shorts       | A7   |
| drill        | A1   | | flying saucer| A7   |
| telephone    | A1   | | basketball   | A8   |
| airplane     | A2   | | harp         | A8   |
| dishwasher   | A2   | | beard        | A9   |
| chair        | A3   | | binoculars   | A9   |
| grass        | A3   | | tiger        | A10  |
| rhinoceros   | A4   | | book         | A10  |

Table B.12: Details of Quick, Draw! dataset classes: name of the class, how it has been used. S for model selection, A for model assessment, the following number indicates which step uses the class.
Table C.13: Multi-head experiments showing average ACC and standard deviation. Naive strategy already recovers large part of the performance.
(a) PMNIST + naive

(b) PMNIST + ewc

(c) PMNIST + mas

(d) PMNIST + lwf

(e) PMNIST + gem

(f) PMNIST + agem

(g) PMNIST + replay-1

(h) PMNIST + replay-10
Figure C.10: Paired plots comparing accuracy at the end of training on each step (left point) and accuracy after training on all steps (right point). Each column represents a different model. Red asterisk represents mean performance across all steps. Horizontal dotted line represents the performance of a random classifier. The more vertical the line, the larger the forgetting. Best viewed in color.